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EDITOR'S DESK
Vivek A. Shrouty
Secretary, QCFI Nagpur Chapter
And
Editor , Souvenir 'SANKALP'

It is a great pleasure to publish QCFI Nagpur Chapter's e- news Letter SANKALP as a Souvenir
on the occasion of organization of 31st Digital Chapter convention 2020, Di~CCQC-2020.
We thanks to all QC Teams, Industries, Organization, Institutions and all those who are
associated with Di~CCQC-2020 for their tremendous cooperation to make this grand event a
great success in its new digital format Di~CCQC-2020.
Yes, it's a new digital format Di~CCQC-2020 because of challenges form COVID-19 and in this
pandemic it is our responsibility to keep safe to each and every individual of our society.
This year our convention theme is based on ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT which has been unveiled
by our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi .To make our BHARAT ATMANIRBHAR, there is
definitely the importance of use of quality concept in various areas, to excel.
With CORONA pandemic, “Intensity of PACE is affected, but intensity of intention to do
better is not, where as it is being raises high with passage of time”.
The organization of Di~CCQC-2020 is an example to do better.
I have my quote here, “WIN THE WORLD WITH YOUR CREATIVITY” which is a perfect fit in
organizing such a convention, as various QC teams and their individuals come with creativity
through case study presentations, creatively solving their problems, participating in essay , poem
, slogan and poster competition.
It is worth mentioning here about one such creative idea of saving money by focussing on
optimizing the wastage of rope (Sutali) by QC team Aspire, CEAT, Nagpur.
With this, I would like to thanks our authors for their support and phenomenal work in penning
down the engrossing article which, you are about to read.
My best wishes to all the members of QCFI and “Be Safe “.

Vivek A. Shrouty
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CHAIRMAN'S TALK
A K Jain
Chairman –QCFI, Nagpur Chapter,
Director -QCFI Board And
Executive Director
Solar Industries India Limited, Nagpur

Greetings to all the delegates!
To begin with I would like to congratulate Nagpur Chapter – QCFI for organising its
st
31 Digital Chapter Convention on Quality Concepts.
In these uncertain times, it is a moment of great pride and contentment to know that we are
holding the convention with the theme – Developing “Self-Reliant Bharat” through Quality
Concepts.
It's worth appreciating the efforts and going digital in the current prevailing scenario, shows the
firm dedication towards organizing the CCQC and thus has proved the standard of the chapter
without deviating from the overall objective of the forum.
In such challenging times, it is important that we vest our time and mind into innovative sense
and develop new ideas which will uplift the motto of holding the convention and this will give us
an insight to always keep moving forward with an intuitive mind-set for new development and
search.
This is indeed an opportunity to look for new horizons and lay our energized inputs and focus to
convert the challenges into opportunities and opportunities into productive results.
The theme of the convention very aptly justifies and explains our motive to reform as “SelfReliant Bharat” which will be able to give it a form through the Quality Concepts. It is evident that
Quality plays a vital role in the development. With the adaptation of this theme, we want to
encourage the young minds to ignite the spark of transformation to develop our nation into Self –
Reliant in every field like Power, Electronics, Mining, Agriculture, Technology, Consumer Goods
and Raw-Material for Pharma etc.
These concepts will prove to be the corner stones in this evolution and sustaining the badge of
the ownership being a self-reliant nation. With this comes, the pride and courage to always look
forward for new avenues and stride to prosper.
With the on-going COVID -19 pandemic, I would like to urge to all to keep safe and stay healthy.
Take good care of yourself and one another. My best wishes for a successful holding of the
convention and I am sure that all will be benefited with the adaptation on the technological front.
Stay Safe, Stay Healthy !!!
Regards,
A.K.Jain
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VICE CHAIRMAN'S TALK
Ashok S. Gadge
Vice Chairman,
QCFI, Nagpur Chapter,

“SANKALP” means determination in our dictionary. Wings of Governing Council of QCFI
Nagpur are determined to take the Chapter to new heights with some unique additions through
every CCQC. It is all oriented towards the exposure of our participating members and the
organisations in the direction of latest needs of our Nation.
All the Quality Conscious people love Nagpur Chapter because of such uniqueness, and
actually made this regional chapter as National Chapter. This is clear from the participation that
we get from many other states like Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Utter Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Gujarat, Karnataka, Andhra, etc
The total schedule of this Digital CCQC has been planned in a very specific way keeping in
mind the Psychology of the participants and the working environment of the concerned Industries /
organisations.
The Chapter Convention has been planned for 19 days as against only one day earlier.
Participants wanted to have enough time of 15 days to make the case study, against that we also
get enough time for justified evaluation. The knowledge Test also has been skilfully scheduled
online.
The Valedictory function also has been planned in such a way that the teams can directly
and physically get their awards without coming to Nagpur.
The entire Success of this Di~CCQC-2020 is the credit to efforts of all of us.
My Best Wishes
Ashok S. Gadge
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VICE CHAIRMAN'S TALK
Manohar P Hedaoo
ME, FIE(I), PG-DBM, BOE, DIT.
EX. Chief General Manager (MSEB) &

Vice Chairman
QCFI Nagpur Chapter, Nagpur

Dear Friends,
It is my great pleasure to write for e-newsletter “SANKALP” which is being published as
souvenir on the occasion of organization of Di-CCQC-2020. The organization of Chapter
convention is a unique experience during COVOD-19 pandemic, where entire routine
changed for everyone.
Quality circle is such a tool which is applied in all situations, is result oriented and builds
confidence as well as trust.
I salute to high level spirit of all our GC members and QC teams from various Industries and
organizations for their enthusiastic participation in Di-CCQC-2020 with motivation and
inspiration.
My best wishes to all.

Manohar P. Hedaoo
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MESSAGE
Dr. Rajesh S. Pande
Principal-RCOEM

st

My Greetings to all Participants and Delegates of 31 Di-CCQC-2020.
st

It gives me immense pleasure to be associated with 31 DiGiTAL Chapter Convention on Quality
Concepts. On behalf of QCFI Nagpur Chapter and as a Host Institution for the second
consecutive year, I extend warm welcome to all the Participants and Delegates.
The theme of Chapter Convention Developing “SELF RELIANT BHARAT”
through Quality Concepts, is relevant in current times. When the world is experiencing
challenges everyday related to Pandemic, call by our Honourable Prime Minster to be “Self
Reliant” has infused energy & motivation in every Indian. It is welcome step by QCFI-Nagpur
Chapter that they have chosen an apt Title for the Convention which is happening virtually. The
Digital deliberations and discussion during the Chapter Convention will help everyone to move in
the right direction.
We at Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management, Nagpur; take pride in
delivering the Quality education with focus on Research, Consultancy and Training which makes
our Faculty and Students distinct from others. Testimony of this fact is the Ranking, the Institute
has received over the years. We are committed to the purpose of helping India to be “Self
Reliant”.
I wish to thank QCFI Nagpur Chapter for giving this opportunity to be associated with Chapter
Convention.
Best Wishes.
Dr. Rajesh S. Pande
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MESSAGE
Dr.Rajiv B.Khaire
Professor In-Charge,
III-Cell RCOEM

My heartfelt thanks to Quality Circle Forum of India- Nagpur Chapter (QCFI) for organising 31

st

DiGiTAL Chapter Convention on Quality Concepts jointly with Shri Ramdeobaba College of
Engineering and Management (RCOEM)-Nagpur.

Our Institute has been associated with QCFI-Nagpur since couple of years & this association has
been mutually beneficial. Last year our Institute had the privilege of hosting Chapter Convention
2019 in our Campus. This year because of the Covid situation, decision was taken to hold it
Digitally. I must congratulate QCFI-Nagpur Chapter for taking this bold decision. There is no
doubt that 31st DiGiTAL Chapter Convention on Quality Concepts will bring out the best Papers,
Case Study, Poems & slogans related to Quality Concepts.

My best wishes to all the participants. Happy Knowledge Sharing.
Dr. Rajiv B. Khaire
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QUALITY CIRCLE FORUM OF INDIA, NAGPUR CHAPTER

GOVERNING COUNCIL

Solar,Power Plant, Maharashtra

Power Plant, Maharashtra

Coordinator

CA Mr. Anand Dhoka

Mr. A.K.Chaturvedi

Dr.Rajiv B.Khaire
Professor In Charge
III-RCOEM
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Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering
and Management (RCOEM), Nagpur
Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management (RCOEM), Nagpur was established
in 1984 by Shri Ramdeobaba Sarvajanik Samiti (SRSS), a charitable trust which has been
involved in community service for over four decades. Founder Chairman of RCOEM is Shri
Banwarilal Purohit, Hon'ble Governor of Tamilnadu & is the force behind College success.
RCOEM is an ISO 9001:2008 certified Autonomous College that is permanently Affiliated to
Rashtrasant Tukdoji Maharaj Nagpur University & has been awarded “A” Grade by NAAC. The
college is considered as one of the best institutions in the country and offers 9 Under Graduate & 7
Post Graduate Programmes in Engineering and other Post Graduate Programmes viz. MBA, MBA
(Integrated|) and MCA.
Latest Rankings:
·

RCOEM is ranked 113 in Engineering Category by National Institutional Ranking
Framework (NIRF), MHRD - Government of India, 2020.

·

RCOEM is ranked in the range of 151-200 top institutions across overall categories
(Medical, Engineering. Pharmacy and all allied courses including IITs & IIMs) by National
Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF), MHRD - Government of India, 2020.

·

RCOEM has got INDIA TODAY RANKING of 23 in All India Private Engineering Colleges
Category in 2019.

·

RCOEM ranked '27th' among all Private Engineering Colleges of India as per Outlook
survey 2019.
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RCOEM is known for excellent and well qualified faculty. College boasts of 135 faculty members
who hold doctorate that is Ph.D degree in their respective subjects. Many faculty members have
brought laurels to the institute by way of awards, honours and prizes at National and International
level. Students are groomed under the expert guidance of the faculty members in academic and
co-curricular areas. Guided by experienced and qualified faculty members the College has been
providing training and consultancies to various corporate in India. Faculty member have
undertaken Consultancy Projects to the tune of 2.3 Crore in the last 3 years. RCOEM has received
grants of more than 2 Crore from various Government agencies such as Department of Science &
Technology (DST), Department of Information Technology (DIT), AICTE etc. for conducting
research activities.
The college has been selected as the top institution in Maharashtra by Rajiv Gandhi Science and
Technology Commission (RGSTC) for the implementation of scheme of Technology Information,
Forecasting, and Assessment Council (TIFAC), Govt. of Maharashtra and MSME Internship
scheme consistently for last 3 years. To give momentum to innovation, entrepreneurship and
incubation support related activities, the College has incorporated dynamic RCOEM TBI
Foundation, a Section 8 Company. It provides all the necessary support including funding. The
Institute in association with Tata Technologies Ltd., has set-up the bench mark of excellence in
Engineering & Technology education. RCOEM-TATA Center for Invention, Innovation, Incubation
& Training (CIIIT) is at par with the world class technologies. The major objective of the state-of-art
CIIIT is to inculcate the culture of invention, innovations & skill development to the students,
researchers and industry professionals, based on education 4.0.
With globalization and increasing need for international exposure to academia, RCOEM has
forged ties with various universities of USA, UK, France, Germany and Australia. The primary aim
of these collaborations is to foster advancement in teaching, research and academic
collaboration and to create avenues for enhancing student and faculty experience, enhanced
employability with development of curriculum, practical approach, soft skill development and
creativity.
The college has strong ties with its Alumni. The Alumni Association is giving scholarship to bright
students in addition to Tuition fee Waiver scheme of Institute. Association also donates technical
education aid that helps deserving students.
The College has achieved a new milestone in its journey to be Self-Finance University.
We warmly welcome the delegates of Di~CCQC-2020.
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ARTICLE
Journey from Good to Great
Paresh Shah
Plant Head,
JSW Steel Coated Products Ltd.
Kalmeshwar, Nagpur, Maharashtra

In close to 3 decades of my professional journey, I came across many management theories, but
one simple word that is called the “Uni-focused Quality Concept” remained with me forever.
Many good organizations try to implement
multiple initiatives in order to become a 'Great
Organization' to achieve desired goals.
However, once these initiatives are put in
place, organizations expect them to be a
sustainable and permanent part of their dayto-day activities. In simple terms this means
changing the way the company does its
business by adopting to newer, more efficient
methods. But as seen in many examples of

ALMOST 80%
ORGANIZATION

corporate history, it has seldom succeeded.

TOYATA
NISSAN
JFE
JSW
TATA

Most organizations fail as they work on too
many initiatives that may shift one's focus from the core areas to sundry areas.
Remember Arjuna's Bird's Eye in Mahabharata. Uni-focused Quality Concept works on this
simple theory of putting an organization's focus on to core objectives and enabling their
stakeholders to adopt to this new culture. Stakeholders in this context are employees, vendors,
customers, opinion makers etc.
This concept enables an organization to concentrate all its energies to those breakthrough
cultural changes that will lead to achieve its core objectives. Breakthrough Culture is the most
important enable to implement Uni-focused Quality Concept in any organization.
Just go back and review how Toyota shifted its objective from a normal car maker to
World's most reputed organization. A domestic example can be of Tata Motors, who went on a
paradigm shift from a truck maker to a world-class passenger car maker. JSW Group started as a
modest family run business and turned itself as one of the largest conglomerate in India.
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All these organized worked on a unified focus to achieve Quality by adapting to breakthrough
cultural changes.
What is Breakthrough? Breakthrough means major change/shift in something. Therefore, the
'Breakthrough Culture' is referred as major change in the culture of the company. This can be
achieved by practicing 'Quality Concepts'.
What is Culture? Culture can be identified as the way that a company, as an entity operates its
business. A culture defines the value system of a company. For example, when one person thinks
in a certain way, this is referred to as a mindset and when a group of people think in the same way,
it becomes a paradigm and the culture of any organization is made up of the paradigms of its
people.
Tips for developing Breakthrough Culture
1:

Creating Awareness on Quality Concepts : A culture requires a change in thinking.
What are the new paradigms that your organization needs to have? How do they differ
from what "we" think today? And most importantly, how can we introduce these to the
workforce in a way that will get them to understand and buy into them? The workforce
must know the profound meaning of the word 'Quality'.

2:

Use Problem solving tools : The workforce must be aware of Problem solving tools such
as Pareto, Control Chart, Histogram, and high end tools like DOE to develop a data driven
culture for problem solving, which is the ultimate objective of quality concepts.

3:

Check and Prove It : To check the effectiveness of 'Uni-focused Quality Concepts', you
need to apply it in your areas almost immediately after training and check whether the
intended results are being realized.

4:

Reapply it : Once intended results are achieved, you need to focus on institutionalization
of 'Uni-focused Quality Concepts' into the DNA of the organization.
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CONGRATULATION
ON INNOVATION
NTPC MOUDA TAD –Civil associate QC team “SAMARPAN” in-house developed an UV
Sanitizer Box for sanitization of letters, courier , parcels which are coming in the township.

Shri Dileep Kumar, Chief General Manager NTPC Mouda inaugurated the machine on
31st August 2020 and appreciate the QC members and facilitators.

Samarpan QC team members explaining the UV Sanitization device operation to Shri Dileep
Kumar, Chief General Manager , NTPC , Mouda.
Samarpan QC Team had also developed foot operated soap and water dispenser for washing
hands and sensor based sanitizer dispenser.
QCFI Nagpur chapter, congratulate the NTPC Mouda Team.
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SUCCESS STORY
MAHARASHTRA STATE POWER GENERATION CO.LTD.
3 X 660 MW KORADI THERMAL POWER STATION

UNITED WE CONTROL QUALITY CIRCLE GROUP
SECTION - C & I 660

Mr. Pankaj Hirekar
FACILATATOR

Mr. Sachin Dangore
Member

Mr. Pranay Raut
LEADER

Mr. Devendra Tale
Member

Mr. Sanjay Satfale
Member

Mr. Rupesh Shrivastav
Dy.LEADER

Mr.Chetan Navdhinge
Member
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ESSAY

Implementation of Kaizen
In the Field of Medical Services

Pranay Raut
Team Leader,
United We Control QC,
Koradi TPS, MAHAGENCO

Kaizen is a method of thinking that can be used in personal lives as well as business. The
basic method of this line of thinking involved two things, small changes, and common sense. It
has been used in thousands of businesses around the world and positive results have come from
the proper use of it. One of the most recent industries to adopt this line of thinking is the healthcare
industry. It might seem strange to think that a philosophical method of thinking is healthcare could
be beneficial, but quite the contrary, it can actually save lives.
Essentially, the way that this method works involves implementing small changes
throughout the company over time to create a big change for the better. The key thing to
remember is that this method is not meant to be used until a goal is achieved. You should continue
to use it long after the first major milestone is complete. It will continue to help both you and your
company to grow in new and exciting ways.
Kaizen can be applied to healthcare in a number of different ways. When Kaizen is used
with businesses (including hospitals) power is given to every employee in the building. Whether it
is the janitor, nurse, or cook, everyone has the ability to make small changes to their particular
position. It is comparable to the way a suggestion box works but on a larger and faster scale.
When a typical suggestion box is used in places such as this, it can be months before the change
is implemented and usually there is no feedback to the employee who made the suggestion. The
opposite is true with the Kaizen method.
If any employee comes up with a small change that can be used to help further the growth
and productivity throughout the facility, they are encouraged to share the idea with their
supervisor. Most places that use the Kaizen method have a bulletin board or web tracking service
for their ideas. Once they have submitted their idea for the small change they are encouraged to
start using it as soon as possible. After a short amount of time, the supervisors will ask the
employee how they feel about their change and give appropriate feedback. The hospital will also
save money with this aspect because they do not have to hire a committee to come up with
changes as most of the committee has never even worked on the hospital floor so they do not
have the insight that the day to day employees have from their experience.
There are a number of ways that the Kaizen method can be used in a healthcare setting. An
example would be if an Emergency Room (ER) doctor notices that he is not getting the proper
paperwork for the patients. By the time he gets in there he can consult with the nurses to ensure
that he is getting the information he needs in a timely fashion. This small change could result in
15

patients getting out faster. This would reduce crowding and increase the care for each individual in
the ER.
This method of thinking might seem like a big change to bring to a company, but realistically
it is completely manageable. The series of small changes could help make a big difference for the
employees who work there, the patients that visit and could overall save the hospital and patients
money. One thing is for sure, it is easy to see why the Kaizen method is popping up in health care
clinics all over the world.
In current Corona Virus Pandemic we need a continuous improving approach like KAIZEN
to overcome it. KAIZEN in such Pandemic will benefits us for improved housekeeping/hygiene,
fewer mistakes, accidents and errors resulting in better patient care. Due to Kaizen employees
flow or pull system of information and materials, each patient is worked with, one unit at a time and
passed on for the next step of the process without any delay. All blockages and obstacles to flow
are identified and removed in Kaizen, hence, the number of patients attended to will increase
while working with same equipment in the same facilities by just working on the processes. Work
will be done faster. Improved flow of treatment to patients-in time, in full, error free, Kaizen will also
help in creating a stable working environment with a clear vision, standardized procedures that
create the foundation for continuous improvement to attain world class performance during this
Pandemic. Standardizing processes and improving flow to make sure emergency patients are
treated with the right protocols without major delays. Error proofing processes to help prevent
medication errors. Better laboratories layout and processes to give test results to physicians and
patients in dramatically faster times.
Kaizen in Medical Services
Ÿ Improves quality of healthcare delivery and patient safety.
Ÿ Cost and time saving
Ÿ Improve Employee's Moral and Promote Openness
Ÿ Improvements in store/pharmacy inventories
Ÿ Accelerating momentum of Services

POEM

What is “Quality Circle”?
Quality Circle, Quality Circle, Quality Circle !!!
What is this “Quality Circle”?
It's a circle that makes our lives encircled!!!
It is not only a kind of an Industrial tool,
But it strengthens the creativity & excellence pool!!
It encircles our whole lives
& broadens the horizons & scope of our skies!!
Dr. Ishikawa, Deming, Juran, Shingo, Taguchi;… are the Great
Quality Gurus,
Who had motivated us & tightened our brain screws!!
It paves the unique way to achieve the goal &
to make perfect the life as a Whole!!

Poem Composed by :
Ms. Pranjali Nandkishor Kubde,
Assistant Engineer, TSC, 3X660MW,
Thermal Power Station, Koradi
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<<TìmÄðç ª ægp ÌæNÿÁœŒ ç / uÄYçº>>

ºç\õü tTgî œÄçº
Áç}¤ Nzÿuª Ëb, œ®ç|Äºm Nÿq,
\ÁçŸuNÀÿ®ç uÄ§ çT,
Nÿçz.Eç{.uÄ.Nõÿü, Nÿçzºçgy (210 ª z.Ä}.)
ª çz. 9421719574, 8411958602

21Äz ÆoNÿ ©Òm\z Tuoª çŒ Nÿçª z Nÿºl®çYz Ä ÄçÄºl®çYz ÆoNÿ EçÒz. ®ç ToyŒz ÄçÄºl®çª ìpzY Eçœm ºçz\æY
Äo|ª çŒœÞço ÄzTÄzT¸®ç Ìª Ë®çæ¤ ñÁç/ÌæNÿbçæ¤ ñÁç ÄçYo EÌoçz. ©Òm\zY 21Äz ÆoNÿ ©Òm\z EgYmëYz / ÌæNÿbçæYz ÆoNÿ
©ÒbÁçz oº EuoÆ®çzOÿy Òçzmçº ŒçÒy. Nÿçºm Eçœm ºçz\Y ÄzTÄzT¸®ç t{uŒNÿ Äo|ª çŒœÞçoyÁç ÄzTÄzT¸®ç ueNÿçmy Gt½§ ÄÁçzÁçz
ÄzTÄzTpz Ìª Ë®çæYz/ÌæNÿbçæYz ª \Nîÿº ÄçYoçz Òz Eç\X®ç Äo|ª çŒœÞçæYz epNÿ Ä{uÆÉb°z ^çÁçzÁçz EçÒzo.
Eç\Yz \T Òz uÄNÿÌŒuÆÁç \T EçÒz, ©Òm\zY \çTuoNÿyNÿºm Ä Eç{ùçzuTNÿyNÿºm ®çæYç ÌæTª ^çÁçzÁçz \T ©Òmoç
®zF|Áç. ®ç § îoÁççÄº ª ŒìÉ® Ÿçl®çŒz LÄjy ŸToy NzÿÁçy EçÒz Nÿy, n®çŒz ºçz\Tçº GœÁç£‡ Nÿºl®çÌçey uÄuÄ‡ NÿçºQçŒz G§ çºÁçz
EçÒzo, n®çoîŒ ÌÄ| Ìª ç\çYy ŸToy Ìç‡Áçy EçÒz. uÄuÄ‡ NÿçºQç‹®çæª †®z Nÿçª Nÿºo EÌoçŒç uÄuÄ‡ Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yç¶®çæX®ç
®çzTtçŒçuÆÄç® NìÿeÁçzY GnœçtŒ Òçzo ŒçÒy.
Eç\X®ç Nÿçpço TìmÄðç ª ægpçYy EçÄÅ®Nÿoç Nÿç? Nÿçºm Eçœm ÌÄ|\m EçœÁ®ç Nìÿbìæu¤®çæX®ç GtºuŒÄç|ÒçÌçey
œ{Ìz Nÿª çÄl®çNÿuºoç ÄzTÄzT¸®ç ueNÿçmy Nÿçª z Nÿºo EÌoçz. Ìª \ç NÿçÒy ÁççzNæÿ ª ÒçuŒuª |oy NæÿœŒyª †®z Nÿçª Nÿºo EÌoyÁç
oº oz EçœÁ®ç NæÿœŒyª †®z EçœÁ®ç ª çÁççX®ç (uÄùìo/Äy\) uŒuª |oyÌçey \z-\z uÄuÄ‡ GœNÿºmz uNæÿÄç ª uÆŒºy
Äçœºoço/Òçoçpoço n®çæYy Ã®ÄËsyo Nÿçp\y Vzmz Òz n®çæYz Ÿsª /Eçù Nÿo|Ã®Y EçÒz, ©Òm\zY n®ç Nÿª |Yç¶®çæŒ ç EçœÁ®ç
NæÿœŒyª †®z ÄzTÄzT¸®ç uÄ§ çTço Nÿçª Nÿºo EÌoçæŒ ç EçœçœÁçy \¤ç¤tçºy œçº œçgmz ¤æ‡ ŒNÿçºNÿ EçÒz. Ÿn®zNÿ uÄ§ çTço
Nÿçª çYz ËÄ»œ Òz ÄzTÄzTpz EÌmçº ®ço ÆæNÿçY ŒçÒy, Eçum Ÿn®zNÿ\m EçœçœÁçz Nÿçª Nÿºo EÌoçŒç n®çæŒ ç ®zmç¶®ç
EgYmy/Ìª Ë®ç/ÌæNÿbzÒy ÄzTÄzTpy EÌoyÁç. n®ç ÌæNÿbçæª ìpz n®çæX®ç NæÿœŒyÁçç GnœçtŒ Nÿª y ^çÁ®çª ìpz ŒìNÿÌçŒ ÒçzH Œ®z
©ÒmîŒ U®çÄ®çYy Nÿçp\y oz ÌÄ| Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yçºy uŒ®uª oœmz Vzo EÌoçoY œm oºyÒy NÿçÒy Ìª Ë®ç/ÌæNÿbz/EgYmy Øç
®zoY EÌoço Eçum n®ç Ìª Ë®ç ÌçzguÄl®çÌçey NæÿœŒyoyÁç Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yçºy ®çæYz uÄ§ çTuŒÒç® Tb ©Òm\zY <<TìmÄðç
ª ægpz>> Òçzo Eçum Òy <<TìmÄðç ª ægpz>> Ìt{Ä EçœÁ®ç NæÿœŒyÌçey ÌzÄç tzl®çÌçey onœº EÌoço.
TìmÄðç ª ægp ©Òm\z Nÿç®? oº ÌÄ|Ìç‡çºmœmz Ìçz›®ç § çÊzo ÌçæTç®Yz ^çÁ®çÌ EçœÁ®ç t{Œ æutŒ \yÄŒço
uNæÿÄç Eçœm [®ç ueNÿçmy Nÿçª Nÿºyo EÌoçz ozsz EçœÁ®çÁçç Nÿçª z Nÿºo EÌoçŒç ®zmç¶®ç uÄuÄ‡ Ìª Ë®ç/ÌæNÿbz/EgYmy
ÌçzgÄo EÌoçŒç Nÿçª çæYy G€çŸo/ª çŒNæÿ \çzœçÌîŒ Nÿçª z Nÿºmçºz uÄuÄ‡ Tb ©Òm\zY <<TìmÄðç ª ægpz>> Òçzo.
TìmÄðç ª ægp ËsçœŒ Nÿºl®çÌçey EçÄÅ®Nÿ EÌmçºz ª ÒÜÄçYz uoŒ VbNÿ œìjyÁçŸª çmz :1)

TìmÄðç ª ægp Òz Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yçºy ®çæX®ç Ìª ‹Ä®çoîŒ o®çº ^çÁçzÁçz ÌæVbŒ EÌoz/EÌçÄz, ®ç Tbço
Nÿª yoNÿª y 6 oz 12 Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yç¶®çæYç Ìª çÄzÆ EÌçÄç.

2)

TìmÄðç ª ægp Òz ª çŒÄ ÌæÌç‡Œ oæÞ Òçz®.

3)

TìmÄðç ª ægp Òz Ìª Ë®ç/ÌæNÿb/oNÀÿçº uŒÄçºm oæÞ Òçz®.

TìmÄðç ª ægpço Nÿç®|ºo Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yçºy ®çæX®ç uÆqmçYç Gœ®çzT, ÌzÄç EŒì§ ÄçYç Gœ®çzT, ŒuÄŒ NÿçÒy
Nÿºl®çYy Ÿ¤p FXZçÆOÿy Fn®çtëÿYç Äçœº Nÿºoç ®zoçz. TìmÄðç ª ægp Òç LNÿyNwÿo/LNÿÞyNwÿo/Eæo|§ îo EÌç Nÿç®|NÀÿª EçÒz.
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®çª †®z Ìç‡çºmœmz Tb Œç®Nÿ (Circle Leader), Ì§ çÌt (Member) Nÿç®| ÌìÁç§ Nÿoç| (Facilitator) Ìª ‹Ä®Nÿ (Coordinator)
Eçum ÌìNÿçmî Ìuª oy (Steering Committee) Fn®çtëÿYç Ìª çÄzÆ EÌoçz.

* TìmÄðç ª ægpçYy Nÿç®| œòoy œìjyÁçŸª çmz :1) Ìª Ë®ç EçzpQmz (Problem identification)
2) Ìª Ë®zYy uŒÄg (Problem selection) Nÿºmz.
3) Ìª Ë®ç uÄš zÊm (Problem analysis) Nÿºmz,
4) Ã®ÄËsçœŒçûçºz Eu§ Ÿzo Eæª Áç¤\çÄmy Ä uÆ¢ÿçºÌ (Implementation & Recommendation to the Management )
Nÿ¿Œ Nÿçª Nÿºmz.
TìmÄðç ª ægpço Nÿç®| Nÿºo EÌoçŒç NÿÁœŒç/uÄYçº Nÿºmz ®ç Ã®ÄËsç Æ{ÁçyYç Gœ®çzT QçÁçX®ç
ËoºçœçÌîŒ /opçTçpçœçÌîŒ NzÿÁçç \çoçz. ©Òm\zY Yoìs| Èzmy Nÿçª TçºçæœçÌîŒ oz ÄuºÉe Eu‡Nÿç¶®çæœ®úo ÌÄçúYç ®ç Tbço Ìª çÄzÆ
EÌoçz. TìmÄðç ª ægpçX®ç ÌÒç«®çŒz Nÿçª Nÿºyo EÌoçŒç Eç‡y Äº Œª ît NzÿÁ®çŸª çmz Ìª Ë®ç EçzpQîŒ n®çæYy ®çty o®çº
Nÿ¿Œ EuoEçÄÅ®Nÿ Ä EçœçœÁ®ç uÄ§ çTço ÌçzgÄoç ®zmç¶®ç Ìª Ë®ç uŒÄgçÄy. n®ç Ìª Ë®zÄº Ìª Ë®ç uÄš zÊm Nÿ¿Œ n®ç
Ìª Ë®zÄº ¤ÀzŒ Ëbç}ª ëÿT Nÿ¿Œ Ìª Ë®ç uŒÄçºm NÿÌz Nÿºoç ®zF|Áç oz EçœçœÁ®ç uÄ§ çT Ÿª ìQçæNÿgîŒ /Ã®ÄËsçœŒçûçºz Eu§ Ÿzo
Eæª Áç¤\çÄmy Ä uÆ¢ÿçºÌ uª pÄçÄy. n®çŒæoºY Ìª Ë®ç uŒÄçºmçÌçey ÁççTmç¶®ç EçÄÅ®Nÿ Ìçª çŒçYy \ìpÄç-\ìpÄ Nÿ¿Œ
Nÿçª uNÿoy Äzpzo œîm| ÒçzF|Áç n®çYç Eætç\ VzHŒ Ä eºuÄÁçzÁ®ç Äzpzo Nÿçª œîm| Nÿºl®çYç EçbçzNÿçb Ÿ®nŒ NÿºçÄç ÁççToçz. Nÿçª
œîm| ^çÁ®çÄº n®çYy YçYmy VzHŒ QçÞy NÿºçÄy, ª TY Nÿçª œîm| ^çÁ®çYç uÆ²ÿçª çzo|¤ NÿºçÄç ÁççToçz. EÆç œòoyŒz TìmÄðç
ª ægpçX®ç ÌÒç«®çŒz EçœÁ®çÁçç NÿçzmoyÒy Ìª Ë®ç ÌçzgÄoç ®zoz. ©ÒmîŒ ª Áçç EÌz Äçboz Nÿy, \çËoyo-\çËo Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä
Nÿª |Yç¶®çæŒ y TìmÄðç ª ægpço ÌÒ§ çTy ÒçzHŒ Òz oæÞ Eçnª Ìço NÿºçÄz, Ä n®çYç Gœ®çzT EçœÁ®ç t{Œ æutŒ \yÄŒçoyÁç Ìª Ë®çÌìòç
ÌçzgÄl®çÌçey Nÿºoç ®zzF|Áç ®çYy QçÞy Nÿ¿Œ U®çÄy.

* TìmÄðç ª ægpço Gœ®çzTço ®zmçºz uÄuÄ‡ ÌæÌç‡Œ z œìjyÁçŸª çmz :1) EçÁçzQ (Graphs)
2) oœçÌmy œÞNzÿ (Check sheets)
3) œ}ºzbçz Yçb| (Pareto Chart)
4) Nÿçºm Eçum œuºmçª EçNwÿoy (Cause & Effectg Diagram) uNæÿÄç ª nË®-Nÿçbç EçNwÿoy (Fish bone diagram)
5) ËN}ÿbº/uÄQìºmz/uÄËNÿbmz EçNwÿoy (Scatter diagram)
6) Ëoæ§ çÁçzQ (Histogram)
7) uŒ®æÞm Yçb| (Control Chart) Fn®çty

* TìmÄðç ª ægpçYz Ìçæ‡ yNÿ ¢ÿç®tz œìjyÁçŸª çmz :1) GnœçtŒ ÄçjuÄmz (Increase Productivity)
2) TìmÄðzo Ìì‡ çºmç (Improve Quality) Eçmmz.
3) Nÿª |Yç¶®çæYç Eçnª uÄ¾ççÌ ÄçjuÄmz. (Boost employee morale)
* TìmÄðç ª ægpçYz Ä{®OÿyNÿ ¢ÿç®tz œìjyÁçŸª çmz :1) ËÄo:Yç uÄNÿçÌ (Self Development)
2) Ìª ç\çYç uÄNÿçÌ (Social Development)
3) rçŒ Ÿç›o Nÿºl®çYy Ìæ‡ y (Opportunity to attain knowledge)
4) EÃ®Oÿ/Ìæ§ Äum® ŒzozTyºç (Potential Leadership)
5) Gðª /Ìì‡ çuºo Ìæ§ çÊm Nÿç{ÆÁ® (Enhanced Communication Skills)
6) Nÿçª /Nÿç®| NzÿÁ®çYz Ìª ç‡çŒ (Job Satisfaction)
7) ÌÆOÿ/uŒNÿçzœ Nÿç®|ËspçÄºyÁç ÄçoçÄºm (Healthy Work Environment)
8) ÌæVbŒçnª Nÿ ¢ÿç®tz (Organizational Benefits) Fn®çty.
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* TìmÄðç ª ægpçYz oçzbz/EgYmy œìjyÁçŸª çmz :1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Fn®çty.

Eœîm| ŸuÆqm (Inadequate training)
Òzoî EuŒu³çooç (Unsure purpose)
LzuXZNÿ Ìn®oç ŒÌmz (Not truly voluntary)
Ã®ÄËsçœŒzX®ç ËÄçºË®çYç E§ çÄ (Lack of Management interest)
TìmÄðç ª ægpçæŒ ç uŒm|® Vzl®çYç Eu‡Nÿçº ŒÌmz (Quality Circles are not really empowered to make decisions)

TìmÄðç ª ægpço Nÿçª Nÿºo EÌoçŒç uŒ®uª oœmz EçeÄgy/œæ‡ ºÄçgy ¤{eNÿyÁçç Ìª Ë®ç uŒÄçºm Nÿºl®çÌçey
ª ægpçoyÁç ÌÄ| Eu‡Nÿçºy Ä Nÿª |Yçºy ®çæŒ y GœuËso ºçÒçmz ¤æ‡ ŒNÿçºNÿ EÌoz. ®ç ¤{eNÿyo ÌÄç|o Eç‡y Ìª Ë®çæYy ®çty o®çº
Nÿºmz EuŒÄç®| EÌoz. Ìª Ë®çæYy ÄT|Äçºy Nÿ¿Œ Ÿçsuª Nÿoç tzmz/ùçÄy ÁççToz. Ìª Ë®ç uŒÄçºm NÿºoçŒç ¤ÀzŒ Ëbç}ª ëT oæÞçYç, Ä
EçÁçzQ (Graphs), oœçÌmy œÞNzÿ (Check sheets) œ}ºzbçz Yçb| (Pareto Chart) Nÿçºm Eçum œuºmçª EçNwÿoy (Cause & Effect
Diagram) uNæÿÄç ª nË®-Nÿçbç EçNwÿoy (Fish bone diagram) ËN}ÿbº/uÄQìºmz/uÄËNÿbmz EçNwÿoy (Scatter diagram), Ëoæ§ çÁçzQ
(Histogram), uŒ®æÞm Yçb| (Control Chart) Fn®çtëÿYç Äçœº Nÿ¿Œ Ìª Ë®ç ÌçzguÄÁ®ç \çoço.
TìmÄðç ª ægpçŒz Ìª Ë®ç
uŒÄçºl®çYz Nÿçª NzÿÁ®çŒæoº n®çYy YçYmy VzHŒ NzÿÁçzÁçz Nÿçª ®çzS® uºoyŒz ^çÁçz EçÒz Nÿy ŒçÒy ®çYy QçÞy NÿºçÄy ÁççToz. [®ç
Ìª Ë®ç EçœÁ®ç uÄ§ çTçEæoT|o ÌçzgÄoç ®zl®çÌçºP®ç ŒÌoyÁç n®ç ÌçzguÄl®çÌçey tìÌ¶®ç uÄ§ çTçæYy ª to U®çÄy ÁççToz. EÌz
Nÿºo EÌoçŒç EçœÁ®ç uÄ§ çTç Ÿª ìQçæŒ ç Ìtº/Ìª çzuºÁç uÄ§ çT Ÿª ìQçæÌçz¤ o ¤çzÁçmz/oÌz NÿpuÄmz Tº\zYz EÌoz. [®ç Ìª Ë®ç
EçœÁ®ç EQn®çuºo ŒÌoyÁç n®çæX®çÌçey Ã®ÄËsçœŒçYy Tº\ EÌÁ®çÌ oÌz EçœÁ®ç uÄ§ çT Ÿª ìQçæŒ y Ã®ÄËsçœŒçÁçç
NÿpuÄmz Tº\zYz EÌoz. n®çŒæoºY Ìª Ë®ç ÌçzguÄl®çÌçey œìjçNÿçº U®çÄç Ä Ìª Ë®ç ÌçzgÄçÃ®ço. EÆç œòoyŒ z TìmÄðç
ª ægpçYz Nÿçª Nÿç\ YçÁço EÌoz.

VçzÊÄçM® - ª ºçey
1)

TìmÄðzÁçç Ìª \î ŒNÿç Nÿç®tç, oy oº EçÒz EçœÁ®ç ZætçYy Gðª ª ®ç|tç.

2)

TìmÄðç ª ægpçYç Qºç Es|, ®ç \TçoyÁç NÿçzmoyY TçzÉb ÒçzH Œ®z Ã®s|.

3)

ª zÒŒo, ÌçæVyNÿ Nÿçª Ä Nÿçª çŸoy EçËsç, ÒyY oº EçÒz TìmÄðç ª ægpçYy Ã®ÄËsç.

4)

ÌæNÿbçæYç ª ybÄî ®ç NÿçpçzQ, ÒyY oº EçÒz TìmÄðç ª ægpçYy EçzpQ.

5)

ŒuÄŒ uœjy ŒÄç Ÿ®çzT, TìmÄðç ª ægpçYç Nÿºç Gœ®çzT.

6)

uNÿoyÒy ®zH ùç Ìª Ë®çæYç NÿÒº, ÌæœÄîŒ bçNzÿÁç TìmÄðç ª ægpçYç ŸÒçº.

7)

TìmÄðç ª ægpçYç uËÄNÿçº Nÿºç, EçœÁçz \yÄŒ Ìºp Ä ÌìÌØ Nÿºç.

8)

TìmÄðç ª ægpçÁçç EçœÁçç uª Þ uŒÄgç, EçœÁ®ç Ìª Ë®çæYç Nÿºç ËÄo:Y uŒÄçgç.

9)

TìmÄðç ª ægp EçÒz \zsz, Ììætº QìÆçÁç \yÄŒ ozsz.

10)

ÌæNÿbçæÄº uª pÄç®Yz EÌzÁç uŒ®æÞm, oº Nÿç®| NÿºoçæŒ ç EÄÁçæ¤ ç TìmÄðç ‡çzºm.

11)

TìmÄðç ª ægpçX®ç oÜÄçæYç Äçœº Nÿºç, EçœÁ®ç Nÿçª çX®ç TìmÄðzYç Ì‹ª çŒ Nÿºç.

12)

\çËoyo \çËo Gnœ‘ç Nÿª y tº, TìmÄðç ª ægpçYç ÒçY Qºç ŸYçº-ŸÌçº.

13)

ÌæV§ çÄŒç ª Œço ezÄç, TìmÄðç ª ægpçYz ÒzY u¤ÀtÄçM®, Ìª Ë®ç Æçz‡ îŒ Nÿºç
uŒºçNÿºm, ÒzY TìmÄðzYz Qºz Áçß®.

-

ºç\õü tTgî œÄçº,

Áç}¤ Nzÿuª Ëb, œ®ç|Äºm Nÿq,
\ÁçŸuNÀÿ®ç uÄ§ çT,
Nÿçz.Eç{.uÄ.Nõÿü, Nÿçzºçgy (210 ª z.Ä}.)
ª çz. 9421719574, 8411958602
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VçzÊÄçM® - uÒæty
1)

TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Nÿy ÌÒy œÒYçŒ, Ìª Ë®ç Ìçºy Qnª Òçz uª Áçz FoŒç EXZç rçŒ @

2)

TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Ò{ \Òçå, Ìª Ë®çEçõNÿç Ìª ç‡çŒ ÄÒçå @

3)

GnœçtŒ Nzÿ Ìçs TìmÄðç § y ¤jzTy, \Òçå TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Nÿç Gœ®çzT \çºy ºÒzTç@

4)

Eç\ Nÿç Nÿçª NÿÁç œº Œç Zçzgçz, TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Ìz EœŒç Œçoç \çzgçz.

5)

tìuŒ®ç ª õ Òº utŒ Òçz ºÒy Ò{ NÿF| ÒÁçYÁç, Òº \TÒ EœŒç®ç \ç ºÒç Ò{ TìmÄðç ª ægÁç @

6)

Ìª Ë®ç uNÿoŒy § y Òçz Nÿeym, TìmÄðç ª ægÁç ª õ Òy Ò{ GÌNÿç Ìª ç‡çŒ @

7)

TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Ò{ uÌòçæo EÁçT, Òº Ìª Ë®çæ Nÿç uŒœbçºç Nÿºõ ÌÁçT @

ºç\õü tTgî œÄçº,
Áç}¤ Nzÿuª Ëb, œ®ç|Äºm Nÿq,
\ÁçŸuNÀÿ®ç uÄ§ çT,
Nÿçz.Eç{.uÄ.Nõÿü, Nÿçzºçgy (210 ª z.Ä}.)
ª çz. 9421719574, 8411958602

VçzÊÄçM®
1. LNÿÞ uÄYçº Nÿºç, LNÿÞ Nÿçª Nÿºç,

TìmÄðç ª ægpçûçºz LNÿÞ NÿÁœŒçæYy Eæª Áç¤\çÄmy Nÿºç.
2. EçFL Òª ÌÒy Eç‡çº o{®çº Nÿºõ,

LNÿ Ìçs ¤{eNÿº Ìª Ë®ç œº YYç| Nÿºõ,
œuºmçª FŒ Ì§ yNzÿ FoŒz ÈzÉe ÒçõTz,
\¤ \¤ TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Nÿç Eª Áç NÿºõTz.
3. Quality only happens when you care enough to do your best.
Apply quality concepts at workplace and it will do the rest.

***
NÿuÄoç
uNæÿª o Eçum TìmÄðç
ŸToyYç ª çT| uÄNÿb EçÒz, Òy Äzp tzQyÁç Nÿeym EçÒz
ª çTç|o EçÃÒçŒz EçÒzo, Òz Ëœ‡z|Yz ®ìT EçÒz,
Ëœ‡ç|nª Nÿ uNæÿª oy tzQyÁç uTpl®çÌçey Ì¦ç EçÒzo,
Nÿª y ª çTmy »œy ºçqÌÒy ÒÌo Eçum Eçzºgo EçÒzo,
uNæÿª o Eçum TìmÄðç ®çæX®ço ®ìòçÁçç Ìì»Äço ^çÁçy EçÒz,
®ç ®ìTço ¤ç\çºœze ÒzY ºmçæTm ¤ŒÁçzÁçz EçÒz,
GnNwÿÉb t\ç|Yz ÆËÞ, uÄ\® EçœÁ®çÁçç uª pÄîŒ tzmçº,
YçæTÁçz Ììætº ubNÿçH GnœçtŒ TÀçÒNÿçÌ EçŒæuto Nÿºmçº,
QY| Nÿª y Nÿ»®ç, Œ¢ÿç EçœçzEçœ ÁççTzÁç Äçjì,
G€çoª oæÞrçŒçÌÒ Eçœm ÌÄ| œìjz \çH,
EçÃÒçŒçæÄº ª ço Nÿ¿Œ, Eçœm ŒÄyŒ ËsçŒ Ÿç›o Nÿ»®ç,
§ çºoçYy ®ç \Tço LNÿ ŒÄyŒ EçzpQ ¤ŒuÄl®çÌ Òço§ çº tzH®ç.

Mr. Sanjay Satfale
Member
UNITED WE CONTROL QCI
KORADE TPS MAHAGENCO
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NÿºçzŒ ç ª ìMoNÿ

NÿºçzŒ ç Tyo

ÌìŒ çz tñç, ÌìŒ çz tçF|,
ÌìŒ çz ¤ç›œç, ÌìŒ çz § çF|,
ÁçTçNÿº ª çËNÿ oìª uŒNÿÁççz,
ª Òçª çºy ®Òçå EçF| @
¤ŒçEçz § yäg Ìz tìºy,
Œ NÿçzºçzŒ ç ZìL oìª Nÿçz,
ºQçz Ì¤Nÿy Ììºqç Nÿç,
Òª zÆç †®çŒ oìª § çF| @
ÁçTçF| Ìõ‡ tìÅª Œ Œz,
¤Yç Áççz ª ìÁNÿ oìª EœŒç,
Ììºuqo ÁççzT Òçõ Ìçºz,
Nÿºz ÌçNÿçº Òº ÌœŒç @@
ÄoŒ ®z ºçª -ºçVÄ Nÿç,
tìÁççºz Ìn® ª ç‡Ä Nÿç,
‡ºç ®z Äyº ÒŒìª o Nÿy
G‹Òy Nÿç Œçª oìª \œŒç @@

ºçQy Eç\ ª ŒçH,
NÿçzºçzŒ ç oî § çT,
ŒÒë ÁçTç oî NÿçNÿç ª zºz,
ÒæÌy-QìÆy ª õ EçT @
¤ÒŒz ¤çæ‡ z Ìì‹tº ºçQy,
tõ § çF| GœÒçº,
Tyo Ÿyo Nzÿ Vº-Vº Tîæ\z,
ÌìQy ºÒz ÌæÌçº @@
<ª çËNÿ> ÁçTçEçz, <Nÿº> oìª ‡çzEçz;
ºÒçz § yäg Ìz tîº,
Nÿºçz Œ ÁççœºÄçÒy ›®çºz,
ÌìQ § çzTçz § ºœîº @
ª { oçz \çŒç YçÒ ºÒç Òåî,
ÌY NÿÒoç Òåî Eç\,
oìºo-¢ìÿºo ¤çzÁç{
NÿçzºçzŒ ç ÌìŒ çz § oy\z ºç\ @@

gç}. LÌ. Nzÿ. Æª ç|,

gz›®ìby \ŒºÁç ª }Œ z\º,
ÌçzÁçº FæguËb~\ Fæug®ç uÁçuª bzg, YçNÿgçzÒ

“ SLOGAN ”
1) If you adopt policy of “Quality Circle”, no any problem in your family &
2)
3)
4)
5)

friend circle.
If you have any problem or confusion, using “Quality Circle”, find the best
solution.
Think & work your ideas together, implement your ideas through “Quality
Circle” together.
A way to quality improvement, use of “Quality Circle” tools in our life is
most important.
“Quality Circle” is our treasure; it improves our knowledge as well as
pleasure.

ºç\õü tTgî œÄçº,

Áç}¤ Nzÿuª Ëb, œ®ç|Äºm Nÿq,
\ÁçŸuNÀÿ®ç uÄ§ çT,
Nÿçz.Eç{.uÄ.Nõÿü, Nÿçzºçgy (210 ª z.Ä}.)
ª çz. 9421719574, 8411958602
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ARTICLE

Towards A Superpower
Sanjay Vaidya
NHK Automotive
Components India Pvt. Ltd.
Aurangabad (Maharashtra)

Albeit countries meteoric surge in social, economic, scientific, military, human and natural
resource domain are vivid indicators reflecting its convincing journey towards becoming a
superpower. Despite of these above indicators, there do exist several challenges like Unsafe
borders, Economic obstacles, Naxal insurgency, Large scale corruption, Instable politics
(external and internal), that makes one to ponder, “Can India really become a Superpower?”
Industrial development is one of the most important and foremost alternative to catalyze India's
journey towards super power. Increasing privatization with close and controlled government
surveillance has demonstrated significant advancement in industrial growth and development.
For India to have a global edge, further strengthening and increasing its innovation pace into
science and technology is a prerequisite.
Being one of the ancient civilization unfathomable information and knowledge exists in India of
which unfortunately very little has been harnessed. A lot can also be learned from our
mythological and folk stories. An analogy definitely can be established between Pushpak Viman
of Ramayana to that of the Aeroplane innovated by Wright Brothers or that between Agni Baan
and Varsha Baan (enumerated in Ramayana or Mahabharata. In Ramayana & Mahabharata we
saw, lord Ram and Arjun's one arrow how then destroy enemy arrows.) with missiles used in
current warfare. In 1991 During the Gulf War, the Patriot was assigned to shoot down incoming
Iraqi Scud or Al-Hussein Missiles. The point to be stressed and understood here is technological
innovation by all the possible ways (Traditional knowledge or current tools) resulting into industrial
progress is in our hands. It could be scintillated further with higher technical education, advanced
skill sets and patriotism.
Many organizations are already actively working in close association with industries to gear up its
progress. Quality Circle Forum of India (QCFI) is one such organization working for this cause
since 1983. It is dedicated to the promotion of own creativity, innovation, suggestion as any
process or system that elicits the contributions of employees within an organization through
suggestion/ ideas for effective employee involvement towards increasing organizational
22

competitiveness and productivity. QCFI is achieving its mission by assisting its member
organizations to enhance their employee's potential by;
Ÿ Gathering and disseminating information, statistics and relevant materials about suggestion

Schemes.
Ÿ Developing professional standards and designing training programs for enhanced

efficiency and effectiveness of Suggestion Schemes.
Ÿ Conducting training cum consultancy programmers for the benefit of organizations who are

keenly striving towards excellence through employee involvement.
Ÿ Providing an opportunity for members to meet and exchange information, ideas and to

share experiences through workshops, annual conventions, etc.
Ÿ Recognizing excellence in Suggestion Schemes and encouraging formation of local QCFI

Chapters.
In nutshell QCFI is an effective platform via which the current industrial quality improvement
practices like 7 QC tools, 12 steps towards problem solution, 5S Principles, Kiazen, etc can be
shared largely with industries as well as academic institutions where the members of QCFI lead
this activity. This will definitely help the industries, society and nation at large in becoming a
superpower.
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Lean Manufacturing, A Way Towards
Atmanirbhar MSME of Bharat

Vishwas Badkas
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Lean Manufacturing is a buzz word in industry today. It is almost like a magic word that
can turn any loss making unit or on-going process unit into a profit making unit of course with its
implementation and effort.
In any industry and organization there is need to focus on reducing the waste and target for
elimination of waste. Here comes the Quality Concept of Lean Manufacturing or Lean
Production, which in general called as LEAN.
This concept of LEAN is use for creation of value for the customer.
ABOUT LEAN
Goals of Lean
• Improve Quality: In order to stay competitive, an organization must understand its
customer wants and needs. It should keep on improving processes to meet their
expectations and requirements.
• Eliminate Waste: Waste is an activity that consumes time, resources or space but does
not add any value to the product or service
• Reduce time: One of the most effective way to eliminate waste and lowering costs, is
reducing the time it takes to finish an activity from start to finish.
• Reduce total cost: To minimize cost, a company must produce only to customer
demand. Over production increases company's cost because of inventory holding cost.
Principles of Lean
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Value from Customer Perspective
Identify the Value Stream
Create Flow
Pull from Customer
Achieving Perfection

Value from Customer Perspective: Value of any product is finally what the customer is ready to
pay for it. So, the first principle of lean is - for each product family, specify value from the point of
view of end Customer.
Identify the Value Stream: For each product family, identify all the activities/steps in the value
stream. And then eliminate, wherever possible, those steps which are not creating value.
Create Flow: To make value creating, steps occur in tight sequence so that the product will flow
smoothly toward the customer.
Pull from Customer: To make only what the customer has ordered.
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Achieving Perfection: With introduction of steps of – Value for customer; Value Stream;
Creating flow; Pull from customer, Identify Cost of Non-conformance, improvement journey
begins. One has to continue it until state of perfection is reached in which perfect value is created
with no waste.
Eight wastes
Lean improvement principles focus on dramatically improving process speed and eliminating
the eight deadly Wastes. Eight wastes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Overproduction—making or doing more than is required or earlier than needed.
Waiting—for information, materials, people, maintenance, etc.
Transport—moving people or goods around or between sites.
Over Processing or Poor process design—too many steps, non-standardization,
inspection rather than prevention, etc.
Inventory—raw materials, work-in-progress, finished goods, papers, electronic files,
etc.
Motion—inefficient layouts or poor ergonomics at work-stations or in offices.
Defects—errors, scrap, rework, non-conformance.
Underutilized personnel resources and creativity—ideas that are not listened to,
skills that are not utilized.

To remember the eight wastages abbreviated as MiNT-“O”-DEW
The LEAN has benefited various industries and organization by implementing; some of the
prominent examples are,
Ø TOYOTA (Automobile
Manufacturer)
Ø INTEL (Computer
Manufacturer)
Ø JOHN DEERE
( T r a c t o r
Manufacturer)
Ø NIKE (Sports
Equipment, Shoes &
Clothing
Manufacturer)
Background of Lean
Manufacturing in India
Worldwide Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSME) have been accepted as the engine of economic growth and for
promoting equitable development. In India too, the MSMEs play a pivotal role in the overall
industrial economy of the country.
MSMEs in India account for more than 80% of the total number of industrial enterprises and
produce over 8000 value-added products. It is estimated that in terms of value, this sector
accounts for 45% of the manufacturing output and 40% of the total export of the country.
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The major advantage of this sector is employment potential at low capital cost.
There are more than 13 million MSMEs in India employing about 31 million people, being the
single largest contributor in terms of employment generation in the manufacturing sector.
Manufacturing sector has been recognized as the main engine for growth of the economy. The
share of manufacturing sector in Indian National GDP over the years has stagnated at 14-15%
only. The National Manufacturing Policy of Government of India envisages share of
manufacturing to reach target of 25% of the National GDP by 2022.
To achieve a sustained rate of growth, the manufacturing sector needs to build and maintain
competitiveness essential to face the challenges posed by globalization.
Problems being faced by MSME
Most of the MSMEs in India are facing following problems:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Sub-optimal scale of operation.
Technological obsolescence.
Supply chain inefficiencies.
Increasing domestic and global competition.
Fund shortage.
Turbulent and uncertain market scenario.
Knowledge and skill for selecting best/suitable manufacturing strategies.

Recognizing the importance of MSME in overall economic growth of the country, it was
envisaged to institutionalize a mechanism with national approach for the long term benefits, its
sustenance and continual growth of MSMEs.
With above background, Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Govt. of India,
introduced the Lean Manufacturing Scheme for the benefit of MSMEs.
The practice of Lean Manufacturing for MSME sector in India is one of the powerful Quality
Concept not only to reduce the waste but also a way forward for elimination of waste. This will
help to give the new dimension to the MSME sector in India and in true sense establish MSME as
ATMANIRBHAR.
Source - internet
ABOUT AUTHOR
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Manohar P Hedaoo
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ABSTRACT
The COVID 19 pandemic has affected education system worldwide, leading to the near closers of
schools, universities, and colleges.
Most Governments around the world have temporarily closed educational institutions in an
th
attempt to contain the spread of covid 19. As of 27 July 2020, approximately 1.725 billion learners
are currently affected due to school closer in response to the pandemic. According to the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) monitoring 106 countries
are implementing nationwide closures and 55 are implementing local closures, impacting about
98.6 % of the world student population. 48 countries' schools are currently open.
School closure impact not only on students, teachers and families but have far-reaching economic
and social consequences. The impact was more sever for disadvantaged children and their
families, causing interrupted learning, compromised nutrition, children problem and consequent
economic cost to families who could not work.
RECOMMENDATION:
In response to school closure, UNESCO recommended the use of distance learning programme
and open educational application and platform that schools and teachers can use to reach
learners remotely and that the disruption of education.
ENESCO made ten recommendations for engaging in on-line learning as under:
1. Examine the readiness and choose the most relevant tools:
Decide on the use high technology and low technology solution based on the reliability of
local power supplies, internet connectivity and digital skills of teachers and students. This
could range through integrated digital learning platform, video lesson, Massive Open
Online Courses (MOOCs) to broadcasting through radios and TVs.
2. Ensure inclusion of the distance learning programmers:
Implement measures to ensure that students including those with disabilities or from low
income backgrounds have access to distance learning programmers. If only a limited
number of them have access to digital devices. Consider temporarily decentralizing, such
devices from computer labs to families and support them with internet connectivity. 28

3. Protect data privacy and data security:
Access data security when uploading data or educational resources to web spaces, as well as
when sharing them with other organizations and platforms does not violate students' data
privacy.
4. Prioritize solutions to address psychosocial challenges before teaching:
Mobilize available tools to connect schools, parents, teachers, and students with each other.
Create communities to ensure regular human interaction, enable social carrying measures and
address possible psychosocial challenges that students may face when they are isolated.
5. Plan the study schedule of the distance learning programmers:
Organize discussion with stakeholders to examine the possible duration of school closures and
decide whether distance learning programmer should focus on teaching new knowledge or
enhance students' knowledge of prior lessons. Plan the schedule depending on the situation of
the affected zones, level of studies, needs of studies, needs of students' needs and availability
of parents. Choose the appropriate learning methodologies that require face to face
communication.
6. Provide support to teachers and parents on the use of digital tools:
Organize brief training or orientation sessions for teachers and parents as well if monitoring and
facilitation are needed. Help teachers to prepare basic settings such as solutions to the use of
internet data if they are required to provide the streaming of the lesson.
7. Blend appropriate approaches and limit the number of applications and platforms:
Blend tools or media that available to most students, both for synchronous communication and
lessons and for a synchronous learning. Avoid overloading students and parents by asking them
to download and test too many applications or platforms.
8. Develop distance learning rules and monitor students' learning process:
Define the rules with parents and students on distance learning. Design format questions, tests
or exercises to monitor closely students learning process. Try to use tools to support submission
of students' feedback and avoid overloading parents by requesting them to scan and send
students feedback.
9. Define the duration of distance learning units based on students' self-regulation skills:
Keep a coherent timing according to the level of the students especially for lives streaming
classes. Preferably, the unit for primary school students should not be more than 20 minutes and
no longer than 40 minutes to secondary school students.
10. Create communities and enhance connection:
Create communities of teachers, parents and school managers to address sense of loneliness
or helplessness. Facilitate sharing of experience and discussion on coping strategies when
facing learning difficulties.
References: Collection from websites.
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The road to health is paved with good intestines!
It's up to you to protect and maintain your body's innate capacity for health and healing by
making the right choices in how you live.
We need to accept the seemingly obvious fact that a toxic environment can make people sick
and that no amount of medical intervention can protect us.
The trouble with always trying to preserve the health of the body is that it is so difficult to do
without destroying the health of the mind.
There's lots of people in this world who spend so much time watching their health that they
haven't the time to enjoy it.
The greatest wealth is health
Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence
of disease or infirmity.
In order to change we must be sick and tired of being sick and tired.
The best six doctors anywhere and no one can deny it
Are sunshine, water, rest and air
Exercise and diet.
These six will gladly you attend
If only you are willing
Your mind they'll ease
Your will they'll mend
And charge you not a shilling.
He who takes medicine and neglects to diet wastes the skill of his doctors.
If I'd known I was going to live so long, I'd have taken better care of myself.
Poor health is not caused by something don't have; it's caused by disturbing something that you
already have. Healthy is not something that you need to get, it's something you have already if
you don't disturb it.
Sickness comes on horseback but departs on foot.
A good laugh and a long sleep are the best cures in the doctor's book.
When it comes to eating right and exercising, there is no “I'll start tomorrow.” Tomorrow is
disease.
My own prescription for health is less paperwork and more running barefoot through the grass.
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Factors deciding QUALITY
Quality Measurement
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In today's competitive world it is very important to retain the
customers. To retain the customer we need to maintain the
quality of our products/services. Cost of customer retention
is low as compared to cost of acquiring new customer. In this
article we will see the different types of quality dimensions.

To sustain any business in today's competitive world it is important
to bring QUALITY in process. QUALITY is the most important factor
customer will look while purchasing the product or services.
Definition- “Meeting & Exceeding customer requirement at
minimum cost is QUALITY”
Juran says Quality can also be termed as “Fitness for use”. Those
product features which meet the customer needs & thereby provide
product satisfaction, freedom from deficiencies.
Deming says Quality can be “Anything that enhances customer
satisfaction”.
What are the factors that decide the QUALITY measurement?
As we know that customer needs QUALITY but how to measure it.
For measuring quality there are certain dimensions by which we
can measure it. Thus to retain our customer it is crucial that we
should know the quality measurement factors.
Garvin & Bester field suggest dimensions of QUALITY as follows
1. Performance If products or services do not perform as per
customer expectations then the user will be disappointed &
frustrated. A quality product should perform as expected by
customer & as specified by manufacturer. It may happen that
customer will give negative reviews about your products and
thereby you lose sales and reputation.
For Ex: If mobile battery is meant to last for 8hrs with full usage but
it gets drained within 5hrs then it is not performing as specified by
manufacturer.
2. Features – What additional benefits will be added to the
product? By giving additional benefits we are enhancing the
customer satisfaction. The benefits may be tangible or intangible.
Some features are present in all products but other features are
available only in quality products.
For Ex: All cars have wheels ,windows, gears seat belts but only
some have Auto controlled A.C., reverse parking assistance,
Bluetooth connectivity, Build in GPS.
3. Confirmation – Conformation or Conformance is the precision

Dimensions of Quality
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with which the product or service meet the specified standards set
by manufacturers. Does our product meet any agreed internal or
safety standard specifications? Does it satisfy the environmental
regulations and laws? For Ex: Before buying the car we look for
conformance report on emission of harmful gases. Also in mobiles
we look for radiation test reports.
4. Reliability – Reliability is a probability of success. It is the
likelihood that the product will not fail within a specified time
period. This is the key element for users who need the product to
work without fail. Will the product performs well over its expected
lifetime and performs consistently?
For Ex: Tire reliability is related to how likely the tire is to fail during
the usual expected life of the tire. Maybe there is a manufacturing
defect in the rubber that will cause the tire to blow within the first
1000 km. This would be reliability issues. If it fails then customer
will be disappointed.
5. Durability –
Durability is the physical property or
characteristics. It tells the length of product life. How long your
product will last? Will it last with daily use? For Ex: Tire durability
reflects the tire's life and wear-out. It tells us how long the tire is
supposed to perform to specifications. Tires are typically rated to
run for a certain number of kilometers, after which time the tread
may be worn too much for the tire to provide effective traction.
If you keep driving on this worn tire, which no longer meets its
specifications, the tire will eventually wear through and blow. The
rubber in tires also ages and dries out over time, so a tire could
have a life (durability) specification such as 80,000 km or 10 years.
Even if you had only put 20,000 km on the tires after 10 years, the
rubber could start to crack and harden, eventually causing the tire
to fail well before 80,000 km. So here in this case we can say tyre is
not durable.
6. Serviceability – Serviceability is the speed with which the
product can be put into service when it breaks down. It tells us how
the company is efficient to provide after sales service. Is the
product easy to service/repair? Does the company offer enough
service support? For Ex: Maruti Suzuki service stations are
available all over India, so customer gets the confidence that
wherever his car fails he can get it repaired/serviced from nearby
service stations. In this way he prefers to buy that brand car only.
7. Aesthetics – Aesthetics refers to how the product looks, feels,
tastes. It is the subjective dimension indicating the kind of
response a customer gets by using the product or service. It
represents individual's personnel preference. Design or
packaging is important in many products or services. Is the
product appealing to eye? For Ex: We get different responses
when we call State banks & Standard charted banks.
8. Perceived Quality (Reputation) – Customer believes that the
product belongs to reputed company so it must be a quality
product. This is his perception. Customers do not always have
complete information about product attributes but he chooses that
product because he assumes that the product belongs to reputed
company so it must be good. For Ex: If Apple company brings new
mobile then customer believes that it must be a best mobile.
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